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'Hungry Planet' is more social commentary than cookbook

By T. Susan Chang, Globe Correspondent  |  February 1, 2006

Hungry Planet: What the World Eats, By Peter Menzel and Faith D’Aluisio, Ten Speed Press, 288 pp., $40

Once in a while you come across a cookbook filled with recipes not meant for meals -- but for life. ''Hungry Planet" is
a portrait of 30 families in 24 countries, interviewed about what they eat, why they eat it, and how much it costs to
bring that food to the table. The result is packed so tight with reality that it is probably a stretch to call it a cookbook
at all.

Yet these ordinary life stories from all over the world, spectacularly photographed by Peter Menzel and respectfully
reported by Faith D'Aluisio, are so compelling that once you pick the book up, it's hard to put down. Perhaps most
arresting are the photographs, each family surrounded by one week's worth of groceries. A glance is enough to take
in some of the disparities: In Guatemala, the table is piled high with fresh vegetables and rice. The Italian family has
14 loaves of bread. There is no meat at all on the table in Ujjain, India, though it's full of flatbreads and peppers. Most
families have 4 or 5 members, but the family from Mali numbers 15, gathered around a meager selection dominated
by sacks of legumes; their only protein, dried fish, was not to be had that week.

Menzel and D'Aluisio present statistics with little fanfare, and they're shocking. American families -- whose kitchens
brim with pizzas, sodas, and box upon box of cereals, cookies, and other processed foods -- spend about $200 a
week on groceries. By contrast, the far more healthful Indian diet costs the equivalent of $40 a week; the value of a
week's food for a refugee family of 6 in Chad comes to $1.23.

Perhaps the most sobering pages in the book come at the end, where the 24 countries' statistics are lined up in stark
contrast. In addition, we learn the percentages of undernourishment, who has access to safe water and sanitation,
obesity and diabetes numbers, and the per capita consumption of meat, sugar, alcohol, and cigarettes. The United
States, as you might have guessed, doesn't look good.

The recipes (one per family) prove one point beyond a doubt: The rest of the world lives on carbs. The chicken biryani
of Wafaa Al Haggan in Kuwait yields enough fragrant, saffron-tinted rice to feed 10 -- and each diner has one small
piece of chicken. Piera Marretta, in Italy, makes pasta c'anciuova with just a few anchovies and a bit of tomato
sauce, but the plateful of spaghetti is liberally topped with breadcrumbs.

From Cuba, Sandra Mundi's congri blends that classic pairing of red beans and rice with toasted spices, hot pepper,
and enough bacon and pork to impart a smoky, rich flavor. Ermelinda Ayma Sichigalo's potato soup is a triumph of
Ecuadoran frugality. Made with little more than water and vegetables, this quick bowl manages to be both sustaining
and flavorful.

The Lis of Weitaiwu, China, are an exception. Although their diet includes 23 pounds of flour and 6 pounds of rice, the
family recipe is a meat soup: Li Jinxian's braised lamb meatballs. In a sign of changing times, the Lis use chicken
bouillon powder for their soup, which also carries the timeless flavors of five-spice and fresh cilantro.

As a cookbook, ''Hungry Planet" won't meet you halfway. Most measurements are in weights rather than volume (a
nod to the rest of the world, but difficult for us to use). The instructions can be vague, and yields are unstated.

Yet that's also their appeal. For her potato soup recipe, Sichigalo writes '' 1/2 cup milk (if cow is producing)" and
''lamb, 1 bite-size piece per person (if available)." It's hard to get more real than that.

This food radiates the lived experience of families not unlike your own, doing the best with what they have to make
something palatable and filling. The ingredients may be different (musk ox and walrus, if you're from Greenland), the
kitchens may be larger or smaller, but everyone must answer the same question: what to put on the table tonight.
This is a book for everyone, because in a shrinking globe, we're too often defined by our differences, rather than by
what we all have in common.
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